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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our third of six issues for 2018,
of the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.

The cover photo, is of Peter Olivier’s
Fort Cab. A new member to the ICTA,
you’ll be presented with his
interesting story!

Free of charge, feel free to print and put in
your own binder. Please forward to all your
Checker friends too. Free, well perhaps your As we all know Checkers have a very
friendship could be considered payment?
unique design. Do you know who
designed the Checker? You might be
If you would like to submit an article or
surprised. We’ll introduce you to the
personal profile regarding you or your,
man responsible designing many
Checker, please submit all content to the
email address on the right side of this page. Checkers.
So what’s new in this issue? In early April
several ICTA members attended the
Southwest Checker show. At the show, Dan
Smith displayed the Seattle Classic Cab,
Check out the show update.

Also included Used Checker ads,
photos of hard working Checker
Taxicab drivers and much more!

We look forward to a Summer of
having fun with our Checkers. Please
Also in the newsletter, you’ll learn about Bill enjoy issue: volume 4 issue 3.
Crawford’s detaxification

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
and 1950 Checkers
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ICTA Members Make The Southwest
Checker Show a Success!
Hats off to ICTA member Daniel Smith, for transporting his
fleet of Checker Cabs to the first Annual Southwest
Checker Cab Cruise-In this weekend. The show benefited
The Disabled American Veterans Chapter 16 in Prescott
Arizona.
Dan Smith somehow managed to bring three Checkers,
can you imagine the logisics! Accompanying Dan was his
light metallic blue Marathon. Many members in the ICTA
will remember that this is the car that ICTA member Bill
Crawford saved from the crusher last year. Thankfully Bill
was able to hook Dan up and the car was saved. Dan has
done a great job bringing the car back to presentable
condition, to the disappointment of the rat family living in
the Checker.
Dan also showcased his yellow Tijuana taxi. A southwest
show would not be a success without at least one Tijuana
taxi! Recently acquired again Dan has done a great job
making the car show ready. Dan’s showcase car was the
now famous Kaela car.

Almost two years ago Checker fans were all alarmed
by the report that a man died in a single-car crash
(Checker) in Seattle. Members of the ICTA heard
from the driver’s daughter of Richard Petkovitis.
Kaela Petkovitis shared:
“My father ran a cab business in Seattle Washington
for many years under the names “Classic Cab” and
“Queen City Cab”. This was the last remaining
Checker from his fleet and he used it as a daily.
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a daily driver for 30 years. I grew up in this car.”
Over the next several months, the club would to get to
know Kaela as a kind and generous Checker fan. Kaela
shared her found memories growing up around
Checkers. Kaela shared photographs from her father’s
thriving Checker company.
In tribute to her father Kaela kindly donated many Checker
parts from her father’s inventory to ICTA
members. Coordinated by member William
Crawford, parts were distributed to ICTA members on an
as needed basis. The cost, shipping, that’s right, parts
were given to our members for free!
Well now it’s our turn to give back to Kaela. In June of
2016, ICTA member Kimberly Hastings posted an
advertisement for a Checker on the ICTA Facebook page,
that single post generated a lot of Facebook
comments. One was from Kaela Petkovitis, Kaela posted
“Checker #1 of the Queen City cab/classic cab fleet”. Not
only was this Checker part of the original Classic Cab fleet,
it was actually Checker number 1 pictured in the header of
this blog with Richard Petkovitis!

Dan Smith moving his fleet to Prescott
That post not only garnered a lot of additional
posts, it generated a lot of ideas. Seattle
ICTA member William Crawford, checked out
that car and felt it was worth
saving. Ultimately Bill teamed up with ICTA
member Daniel Smith and the two hatched a
plan.
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The plan, buy the Checker and restore it back to its
original Classic Taxi roots. The plan was greater
than merely a restoration, the plan was bigger than
that. Dan and Bill's plan: give back to the giver and
save another Checker. Over the last 10 months the
two gentlemen have made significant progress with
the help of other ICTA members.

Dan used the southwest show to showcase the
Seattle cab. The Seattle cab was parked center
stage. It’s very clear that Dan’s efforts and all the
donations from ICTA members have paid off. The
car appears to be in far better condition than two
years ago and Dan is clearly making progress.
We’re also happy to report that other ICTA members
were able to make their way to Prescott to enjoy the
show. ICTA Fred Miller drove in from California and
displayed his spectacular Checker Marathon surfer
wagon. The car sports a unique pastel aqua and
white paint job along with a unique wooden rack and
surf boards.
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Hats off to all the ICTA members who made the
trip, getting Checker out to help a good cause is
always great way to promote Checkers and the
ICTA. Happy Birthday to Dan Smith, what a great
way to spend your birthday with a fleet of
Checker!

The dynamic duo from Ohio, Ben Merkel and Pete
Talanca also made the show. Congrats to both, all
Checker owners know the challenge of driving a Checker
across the country. The newest Checker is now 35 years
old, driving a ten year old car cross country is risky,
driving a 35 year old orphan make cross country is
accompblished by only the automotive brave.

Fred Miller’s wagon at Prescott
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Detaxification

Checker in all four season all over the metropolitan
Seattle area.
Well, Bill has just completed a significant restoration
of the of one of his Checkers and we just have to
share the great progress that has been made since
February. Bill has transformed his Checker from a taxi
wagon to a true Checker custom wagon

In February Bill posted “My wagon is going under the
knife and having a “Taxi-ectomy”. Being repainted a
new color and having all shiny parts rechromed or
replaced. ETA 5 weeks”
Well eight weeks later, the transformation has been
completed and the results are striking. As with any
restoration there will always be challenges and Bill
Bill Crawford is a familiar name to any Internet Checker
kept us posted on Facebook. Some of his posts were
Taxicab Archive member who participates on the Internet funny as we can all relate!
Checker Taxicab Archive Facebook page. Bill actively
posts pictures of his Checkers every week in the
Bill’s Facebook post: More bodywork and delivering
Facebook group. The photos are dynamic, since Bill
my chrome to the plating shop....more $$$$$$$ :-) :-)
joined the group two years ago he has documented his
:-)
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And as we all know the cost can always run a little
higher than expected.
Bill’s post: Decided to chrome the headlight and turn
light bezels..... :-) $2
We're pretty sure that Bill meant a lot more and two
bucks, all we can say is that there was a payoff! The car
is fantastic! The results, Bill now can cruise Seattle is a
pretty cool mild custom Checker wagon, The Checker
sports a luminescent dark blue paint job with a white
top. Custom steel rims with wide white walls and baby
moons. The extra money Bill spent on chrome and
wheels takes the wagon to a whole new level. Congrats
Bill!
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Checker Farm and Ranch Brochure
We’ve discussed the merger proposal of Checker and
International Harvester in the past. The proposal was penned
by Robert H. Eppler Vice President for Foote Cone & Belding.
The IH acquisition never happened, it’s not clear that the idea
was discussed beyond the Foote Cone & Belding proposal.
Was this proposal taken seriously by Checker Motors Corp?
Upon reviewing the letter some 50 years later there are
several points of interest. Six key points/ideas were put
forward. Point 4 stated “With International Harvester’s large
rural dealer population, this highly practical passenger car line
with local parts and service might be offered to rural families
for the first time.”

This was not the first time that Checker and farming were
seen as a perfect match. In 1963 Checker distributed a
brochure titled: Checker Marathon Farm & Ranch brochure.
The brochure was packed full of reasons why Checker made
sense for farming. The brochure was also full of photos of
farm setting and Checkers doing farming work. Take a look at
the header of this blog, Checkers can haul sheep!

CMC pitched “Most of your farm manchinery
1s built to last – build to withstand tremendous
workloads and hours…..why not consider the
one car that is built the same way? The
brochure also pitched high ground clearance
"higher road clearance and bigger 15” wheels
let you wheel your Checker Marathon with
ease – where roads exist and where they do
not – and without fear of “bottoming out”.
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Other key features promoted to farmers was Checker
short overhang that allowed for greater maneuverability.
The brochure also promotes the ability for Checker to
carry loads (even sheep) in the cargo area supported by
Checker’s strong frame and suspension.
Based on known survivor data, it’s pretty clear that
Checkers are still largely found in urban areas. In the end
Checker’s never became a prominent feature on the farm
as envisioned in the Checker brochure and Eppler letter.

As a post script, he have heard from former
Checker employees that have told us that the
Checker wagon used in the photo shoot, lost its
new car smell during the photo shoot! Apparently
an executive car, it smelled of sheep for years!
If you would like to see the full brochure, just
click on the cover below and you'll be able to see
the entire brochure in the ICTA archive.
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Checker and the Three Box Design
The Three-box design is a broad automotive styling term
describing the three sections of cars when viewed in profile.
The concept of the three boxes relates to the sectioning of
the automobile into three separate compartments or boxes:
engine bay, passenger seating and cargo area.
We have covered the history of automotive design in
several blogs, most recently we covered the concept of the
cabriolet. The term cabriolet is defined as a light 2-wheeled
one-horse carriage with a folding leather hood, a large rigid
shield in front of the seat and upward-curving
shafts, essentially a horse drawn cart. As the early
automobiles of the turn of the century evolved from the
horse drawn carts, they ultimately displayed a two box
design. Essentially the two box design represents 1. The
engine compartment and 2. The passenger compartment.
The first Checkers were developed as two box
designs. Checker would attach a rack over the rear
bumpers to allow for carrying of luggage. Attached to the
body, the rack was not integrated into the body.

Three Box Model Y
Many luxury cars may have sported an attached
leather lined trunk, again not integrated into the
body, bolted onto the car, these luxury cars still
offered a two box design.
By the 1930’s US automobiles would offer
integrated trunks, but they typically did not reflect
the addition of another box.
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The modern three box design is a product of the
US post war era, perhaps two automobiles are
recognized most as being the automobiles that
institutionalize the 3 box design in the US, the
1947 Studebaker and the 1949 Ford.
The 1947 Studebaker was designed by Virgil
Exner. Exner truly blew apart the two box design
found on virtually all prewar automobiles. The
most striking feature was the extremely long
hood-like cover over the luggage compartment.
Critics of the radically styled models commented
by asking the rhetorical question, "was it coming
or going?
2 Box 1922 Checker Model C
These integrated trunks were more hump like and from a
side view profile, still displaying a two box design.
If one looks at the profile of the Checker Model A, it’s
clearly a two box design. The 1940 Model A did not even
have a trunk. the Checker still relied on a luggage rack
bolted to the body.
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Like the Studebaker, Ford would introduce a similar three box design in 1949. According to Tim Howley’s
2005 article in Hemmings Motor News “The legend is that the '49 Ford was designed on the kitchen table of
a former Studebaker designer, with the help of his Studebaker design buddies. Ford's top management was
so overwhelmed that they bought the design over their own in-house effort, and the rest is history.”
Former Studebaker designer Richard Caleal, along with moonlighting Studebaker designer Holden Koto and
Bob Bourke designed that Ford for the Walker Industrial Design Company. The design further refined the
three box design by creating a profile that aligned both box 1 and box 3 at the same height where the boxes
meet box 2, the passenger compartment.
When Checker introduced the Checker Model A8 six years later it too would utilize a three box design. That
said, it was not the first time Checker used a three box design!
We now have photographic evidence of a Checker Model Y produced with a full three box design, potentially
ten years before Studebaker and Ford.

Three Box 47 Studebaker

Three Box 49 Ford
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The photo provided to the ICTA by David and Connie Powers comes from the files of former CMC Board
Member Steve Wilson. The photos depicts a three quarter view of a Model Y. Not a mere bustle back, the
Model Y clearly displays a substantial trunk integrated into the body of the entire car.
This writer has never seen a CCM Model Y brochure, little is known about the Model Y equipped with full
trunks. If anybody can share more information regarding these unique Checker please contact the ICTA
at the email at the top to the right of the website.
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Checker Designer Raymond
Dietrich
Raymond H. Dietrich was born in 1894 to a Bronx
upholsterer. From an early age he became interested in
drawing, so when he reached the age of twelve, his father
sponsored his apprenticeship as an engraver with
Manhattan’s American Bank Note Co., the world's
foremost engraver and printer of bank notes, stocks and
bonds. In the twenty first century child labor is frowned
upon, but Dietrich was grateful for the experience and
later wrote:
“It was during these four years that I learned how to make
the best use of my talent in vignette engraving. This still
did not satisfy the drive for creation which possessed me,
but it did develop my ability to visualize. An engraver
creates his design upside down and backwards, which
forces discipline of the eye, hand, and mind.”
Raymond Dietrich studied at the Andrew F. Johnson
Technical School in Manhattan to learn body design and
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advanced drafting, graduating in 1917. Upon
graduation he signed up for a job at Chevrolet as
assistant body engineer. One year later in 1918
Dietrich joined Brewster Coachbuilders as a
designer, called a "master craftsman," Dietrich had
his own staff of assistants and apprentices who
performed the actual coachwork,

In 1920 Dietrich and Thomas L. Hibbard left
Brewster to open their own firm, Le Baron
Carrossiers, in Manhattan, and initiated the
process of designing an entire car in detail on
paper so as to achieve a harmonious and unified
appearance (previously, coachbuilders designed
piecemeal as they received separate components
from the manufacturer).
Le Baron provided clients with 1/12-scale pen and
ink side views and color renderings for paint
schemes. These pioneering techniques would later
become standard tools for industrial designers. In
1924 LeBaron Carrossiers merged with the
Bridgeport Body Company to form LeBaron Inc., in
order to design and produce bodies designed by
Dietrich. In 1925 Dietrich sold his stake in LeBaron,
Inc. and joined Murray Corporation of America, the
Detroit company that built most of Lincoln's and
many of Ford's production bodies.

Lincoln Lebaron by Dietrich
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Dietrich had a chance meeting with Walter P.
Chrysler while he was having a sandwich and beer at
the New York Athletic Club. Chrysler asked if he
would be interested in coming to work for the
Chrysler Corporation and Ray accepted. Dietrich
moved back to his native New York.

1929 Packard Dietrich Dual Cowl
Murray and Dietrich shared ownership of a subsidiary
manufacturing plant called Dietrich, Inc. The move by
Lincoln to engage custom body builders on its standard
production designs initiated a trend for all car companies
to do the same. Dietrich assisted Amos Northup in the
design of the 1931 Reo Royale Eight, which became a
sensation because its front fenders joined in a "Vee" like
the wings of a bird in flight.

While at Chrysler, Dietrich set up a four year course
in body design and engineering at the Chrysler
Institute of Engineering. His night courses instructed
students on the basics of drafting, art, geometry and
problem solving. A number of his students went on to
very successful careers in the industry.
While Ray was involved with Dietrich Inc. the terms of
his contract with Murray allowed him to do free-lance
work for various manufacturers, hoping that the
designs might bring about some manufacturing
contracts for Murray. However, his contract with
Chrysler expressly forbade him from doing any
outside work.
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As Chrysler had no styling department at the time,
Dietrich had to work under Fred M. Zeder, the chief
of Chrysler Engineering. Unfortunately, Zeder never
got along with Dietrich, and often made Ray's life
miserable. However, Dietrich greatly admired Walter
P. Chrysler and would give Chrysler his best effort.
1932 Chrysler established an Art and Color
Department of five, led by industrial designer Herbert
V. Henderson. Dietrich was placed as a consultant,
and served as unofficial head of the department.

For many years Chrysler had relied on the Briggs
Manufacturing Company, it’s major body supplier, for
styling. In 1934, after the Chrysler Airflow, designed
by its engineers, failed in the market, Dietrich
designed a more conventional grille for a companion
model, the Airstream, which was more successful
and won Dietrich great acclaim at Chrysler. Dietrich
soon became official head of the department and
assumed responsibility for exterior design.

Dietrich design Reo Royal

Dietrich and Zeder, his immediate boss, had never
gotten along, Dietrich was asked to leave after his
mentor, Walter P. Chrysler, suffered a major stroke on
May 26, 1938. He would leave in the midst of working
on the designs of the 1940 Chrysler product line, as
noted in the blog header photo.
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Markin hired Dietrich as an engineering consultant
to the Checker Cab Mfg. Co. at $100 per
day. Dietrich’s first commission involved the redesign
of Checker’s welding jigs, later ones included
redesigning the Kalamazoo plant’s assembly lines
and overhead conveyors.
When the War commenced, Dietrich helped design
Checker’s famous tank retriever, a huge 16-wheel
heavy-duty trailer designed to remove disabled tanks
from the battlefield.

Chrysler Airstream
After Chrysler, Dietrich freelanced setting up Ray
Dietrich Inc. Apparently Morris Markin had heard of
Dietrich's availability and asked if he was interested
in working for Checker.
1940 Chrysler
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Dietrich also worked with Herb Snow and Jim Stout on the design and engineering of the Model D Checker
prototype. A ground breaking design, had it been made, the Model D would have used advanced technique of
incorporating both front wheel drive and the use of a transverse engine for the first time in automotive
production.
Snow had pioneered the development of front wheel drive at Cord several years earlier, the introduction of a
transverse engine/front wheel drive combination was unique and predated the 1959 Morris Mini use of the
configuration by some twelve years.

Dietrich designed Checker Tank Carrier

Dietrich designed Checker Model D
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Two prototypes were built and tested, but the
tooling required to produce it in quantity proved to
be too costly. The Checker Model A2, a vehicle that
combined the advanced styling of the Model D, but
the less-costly pre-war Checker rear wheel-drive
chassis, entered production in 1947. The Model A2
would also share many styling cues with the 194048 Chrysler line.
The exterior design work for the Model D was
performed by Raymond Dietrich. Jim Stout was
highly critical of Dietrich’s work. In an interview
with retired Oklahoma University professor and
noted Checker collector G. Richard Thomas, Stout
recounted “he would draw little bitty people so his
low roof lines would clear their heads”. According to
Stout “passenger ergonomics were important to
Checker”. This author can attest to the head room
challenges of the Dietrich designed 1948 Checker
Model A2. The A2 would be redesigned as the
Model A4 in 1950 and again in 1952 with increased
headroom.

Dietrich designed Checker Model A2
1950 was a big year at CCM, a report on January
23, 1950 in the Kalamazoo Gazette announce the
sale of Transit Bus Inc. to CCM. In the item it was
reported that the Kalamazoo firm would move the
body manufacturing operations to Kalamazoo.
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Design changes would be performed by the Checker
automotive dynamic duo: Herbert Snow teamed
with Raymond Dietrich. Dietrich would smooth down the
exterior design and Snow would introduced new power
options.
By 1954, Checker would hand another project to Dietrich,
the redesign of the Checker Taxicab. The Dietrich design
would ultimately become the world famous Checker Cab
produced from 1956 till the end of production in 1982. A
dated design for 1956, it was truly a purpose built taxi
allowing for up to eight passengers riding in a cab that
sat on a chassis that only spanned 200 inches, about a
foot shorter than typical large American cars.

Raymond Dietrich designed Checker Bus

Dietrich’s last project for Checker was perhaps the most fulfilling spiritually. The venerable Bishop Fulton
John Sheen of the Catholic Church known for his preaching and especially his work on television and
radio ordered a custom built limo from Checker. As Checker had done in the past, Checker
contracted Kalamazoo based Ray Dietrich to design the car for Sheen.
Subsequently in May of 1964, Bishop Scheen sent a thankyou letter to Dietrich regarding Dietrich’s work
on the Checker Custom Limo. Quoting Scheen:
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“In addition to the labor involved in preparing such a car there are two other gifts which render
the labor more precious: one is the talent, and in this realm you are without superior. He who
gives talent gives something more intimate than that which comes from the pocket.

The other is tradition, for you are tied up to the early automobile designing of this country and,
therefore have brought to this car the enrichment which comes for the continuity of artistry ”.
Talk about wrapping up an automotive design career in style. Dietrich's office at Checker remained
untouched years after his death in 1980.

Dietrich designed Checker Model A8

It’s been reported that this is Dietrich designed Checker Bishop
Sheen Limo
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New ICTA Member Peter Oliver

Several months ago we listed an
auction on the ICTA web site, it read
as follows:
SELLING WITHOUT RESERVE!
This 1982 Checker Taxi Cab was
once part of a fleet of over 100
Taxis owned by the Fort Cab
Company. This particularly taxi
was in use for many years at Fort
Leonard Wood in Missouri. The
Fort Cab Company was the only
Cab Company allowed to be on the
base. The overall condition is
good. The odometer reads 19,882,
but it could very well be 119,882
miles! It has standard back seat
and a jump seat.

Auctioned Checker Model A11 Fort Cab

Ultimately the Checker sold for a very
reasonable price of $8800.00
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Fort Cab was a large Checker Cab operator, several ICTA
members own former Fort Cabs, they're all very impressive,
well optioned taxicabs. Many Fort Cabs were sold to Coca
Cola after serving as taxicabs to be used for the famous
Surge Soda Checker Cab giveaways of the late 90’s. The
low miles Fort Cab sold at auction looked like a great buy.
We have now made contact with the new owner and have a
new member of the ICTA Facebook group, Peter Oliver.
We met Peter via our Checker friend Stephen
Disbrowe. Like Stephen, Pete lives in the UK. Based out
of London, Peter is a self-employed businessman. In
addition to his regular work, Peter also helps his mother run
and operate his late father’s museum.
Excited about his new Checker, his plans for the Checker
are “to keep having fun and hopefully promote various
projects to cover costs but to do it with care, of
course”. Peter also noted “it will be used for the UK film, TV
and commercial industry and yes weddings”
Right: Fort Cab Fleet & Peter’s TV Crown Victoria
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Peter has experience in using cars for movies and
weddings “I have done a few already with my other
vehicles, it’s a nerve racking experience sometimes. The
bride's big day is in your hands but its
rewarding”. Recently Peter used one of his other vehicles
for a promotion ““before Christmas I did a virgin Atlantic
commercial with my Crown Victoria (not a real cab but
57km)”
Any Checker owner who has used their Checker for
promotional efforts can attest to the challenges and so too
can Peter. According to Peter “My father did weddings
years ago but gave up due to the stress etc. The last
wedding I did before Christmas had issues, we lost the
heater. To mitigate risk Peter takes the necessary
precautions “in trunk spare fuel, battery, tools, jump pack
etc I take no chances”.

Prince Edward’s house in background and the chapel in
Windsor Great Park along with Peter’s 1935 Peugeot 301

Apparently there are not too many UK brides who
want to be escorted to their weddings via Fort Cab
from Missouri, gotta be New York.

The ICTA welcomes Peter to the group, Peter has
With respect to the Checker, Peter is now prepping the
Checker as a New York Taxicab, why? According to Peter “ already scored a free window cranks and just
closed a deal on some Checker Special decals.
that’s what’s they always asked for in UK” .
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Welcome to the group, maybe this Summer, Peter can hook up
with Ray Tomlinson and Stephen Disbrowe and host the first UK
ICTA event!
If in the UK, check out Peter's family museum

http://www.historyonwheels.co.uk/

Checkers Center Field at the Winter
Classic
According to the Associated Press “J.T.
Miller scored a power-play goal 2:43 into
overtime to lift the New York Rangers to a 3-2
victory over the Buffalo Sabres on Monday in
the NHL's 10th Winter Classic at Citi Field. Paul
Carey and Michael Grabner scored in the first
period for the Rangers, who improved to 4-0 in
regular season outdoor games. Henrik
Lundqvist, who has been in goal for all four of
the wins, stopped 31 shots to help New York
improve to 6-2-3 in its last 11 overall.”
Well that’s all well and good if you’re a NHL fan,
but if you’re a Checker fan, the AP missed a
great buy line: Checkers Show Up Big Time at
the NHL Winter Classic. Yes, that’s right,
Checkers were center stage at Citi Stadium for
the entire event.

Successful conversion of the Fort Cab to an NYC livery
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Ten Checkers were parked in the center of Citi
Stadium just outside of the rink. They were
parked in a way that placed Checkers in
camera shot for the entire came. Broadcast on
NBC, the ten Checkers were used consistently
in break-away to commercial shots. Many
player interviews were conducted with a
Checker positioned in the background.
ITCA member David Cohen and Ben Merkel
plus our old friend Victor Coiro participated in
the event. According to Ben "two were mine .
came out well despite the fact that I sent a real
bowser with a rattle-can paint job and they
parked it right in front of the NBC cameras but
it looked good since nobody got close to it
except a few union car wranglers.“
Why were Checkers at the event? Checkers
are still part of New York culture, and the event
celebrates New York hockey, not that’s a great
pairing!
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Tough Guys Driving Checker
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Checker Cabs at the Gilmore 2018!
Hey Checker fans! You have to check out the Gilmore Museum! The season has just begun and as of April
1st, all the barns halls are open for viewing this season. What’s new? The Checker display is out and the
number of historical Checkers is bigger that ever. Currently on loan is a 1931 Model M and a 1933 Model T!
Also on loan is the 1978 Checker Cab 804 from the TV series.

Cab 804

1933 Checker Model T

1931 Checker Model M
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Checkers For Sale
Currently on the ICTA website as of 4-22-18

Four LA Checkers need to be saved from the crusher!

I bought them in hopes of saving them from scrap. Fair price with may decent parts. Contact Scott at 951
233 7732 or regtransit@aol.com
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1970 Checker Aerobus Limousine - $4500 (Winston Salem)
8 Doors ,And an Wagon ! One of the kind ,has an running
350 Truck Engine , would not like to sell it ,but got not time
for makin it up, Its an project , all there! Only Missin front
sofa , This Cars going for 30-40000 when restored,
Low.Low Production, not many Left , Only Call by Phone!
No text or email. ( be serious ,not given it away ! ) Call ☎
(914) 334-9618

1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long
Wheel Base Best Offer
I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for
trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna
leave it in storage runs drives
Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003
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1966 Checker Marathon (Illinois)
My uncle bought this car new it needs total
restorationit ran when it was parked. It has a
Chevrolet inline 6 cyl with an automatic the interior is
suprisingly nice. The car has never been altered
could be fun project. 1200 obo Contact Bruce
at: 847-815-9861

1974 Checker Marathon Mohave County,
Arizona
Checker Marathon 4 door 7000, call Larry @ ☎
(702) 210-8515
for more details, also see other classic's cars for
sale in Mohave County ,AZ listings now 4500.
OBO, never a cab
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/
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